
    
 
1. Method
The photometric accuracy and linearity of photometers are checked using 
check solutions. 

2. Applications
Check the photometric accuracy and linearity of system photometers at:

445 or 446 nm 520 or 525 nm 690 nm

3. Reagents and auxiliaries

Please note the warnings on the packaging materials!
The solutions are stable up to the date stated on the pack when stored 
closed at +15 to +25 °C.

Package contents:
Two cells each of the following check solutions:

 Check solutions for wavelength

 445-1 to 445-4 445 and 446 nm

 525-1 to 525-4 520 and 525 nm

 690-1 to 690-4 690 nm

The check solutions have been checked in a reference photometer 
monitored with primary standards (NIST standards). The corre-
sponding values are documented.

2 cells with distilled water (white screw cap) labelled “Zero” 
2 cells, L 1 and L 2, for checking the bar-code reader 1)  
1 sheet of round stickers for numbering the cells 
1 lot certificate 

1)  photometer NOVA 30, NOVA 60, NOVA 400, Pharo 100, Pharo 300,   
 PhotoLab® S6, PhotoLab® S12, PhotoLab® Spektral, photoLab® 6000 and   
 photoLab® 7000 series

4. Procedure
Preparation:
Take the desired absorbance values from the lot certificate.
   Photometers NOVA 30, NOVA 60, NOVA 400, Pharo 100,  

Pharo 300, Prove 100, Prove 300, Prove 600, PhotoLab® S6, 
PhotoLab® S12, PhotoLab® Spektral, photoLab® 6000 and 
photoLab® 7000 series:  
Enter the desired values into the photometer or, respectively, compare 
with the stored values and, if necessary, enter over these values (the 
method is pre-programmed in the AQA1 mode of the photometer - for 
details please refer to the operating manual of the photometer). 
 
Other photometers: 
Enter the desired values in the column “Desired absorbance value” of 
the control chart.

  In addition, enter the lot number in the control chart. 
 Make photocopies of the control chart.

Measurement:
• For photometric measurement the cells must be clean. 

Wipe, if necessary, with a clean dry cloth. 

• for photometers with pre-programmed AQA1 PhotoCheck
 Activate the method in the AQA menu of the photometers and select 

(details please refer to the operating manual of the photometer).

• for other photometers 
 Set one of the wavelengths specified above on the photometer, and in 

the absorbance mode measure in succession the 4 check solutions 
matching this wavelength.

   Photometer SQ 118: Prior to the measurement, make a zero setting using 
the cell containing distilled water!

 Insert the cell into the round cell shaft until it clicks into place. Align the 
line mark to the notch of the photometer.

• Do not continue to use cells once scratched!

Evaluation:
photometers with pre-programmed AQA1 PhotoCheck 
Measurement results are automatically saved and interpreted in the 
device. Measurement results can be exported and/or printed out as 
required 
 
other photometers 
Enter the measured absorbance values in the column “Actual absorbance 
value” of the control chart and compare with the respective desired values.

If the measurement value is within the tolerance range for the 
absorbance values, the test for photometric accuracy is passed. 
If the measurement value is outside the tolerance range for the 
absorbance values, this indicates a systematic error.
 

Elimination of errors:
 1. Place cell in cell compartment anew and repeat measurement.
 2. Exchange check solution (pack contains 2 cells of each check solution).
 3. If necessary, zero photometer and repeat check.
 4. Use a new Spectroquant® PhotoCheck pack. 
 5. If necessary, send in photometer for overhaul. 

5. Notes
• It is recommended to conduct the check described above at 

least once every three months.
• Information on disposal can be obtained at  

www.disposal-test-kits.com.
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CONTROL CHART

Lot:
Date:
Photometer:

      
 Check Desired Tolerance Actual Assessment 
 solution absorbance range of absorbance (yes / no) 
  value absorbance value

 445-1  + 0.020 
 445-2  + 0.030 
 445-3  + 0.040 
 445-4  + 0.050 
 525-1  + 0.020 
 525-2  + 0.030 
 525-3  + 0.040 
 525-4  + 0.050 
 690-1  + 0.020 
 690-2  + 0.030 
 690-3  + 0.040 
 690-4  + 0.050
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